2012, March 17

Saturday History Call

Opening Meditation:
Cheryl Croci
● Join Cheryl & others on the Sunday& Monday ascension and activation calls:
● 9 pm EST/6 pm 213-342-3000; PIN 9467441#
Housekeeping:
Rainbird
BBS: ● need $225 for this week
● A listener supported radio call – Grateful for all the donations from all of us!
● Go to BBS radio.com; at top of home page, click on Station 2 where you will find the
listing of the 3 calls we have every week. Scroll down to find the Paypal button.
T&R:

Hard News:

Website:
www.2013rainbowroundtable.ning.com – scroll down to donate section
● Please let them know when you are gifting:
E-mail:
koran999@comcast.net
Mail:
Ram D Berkowitz
2442 Cerrillos Road, #385
Santa Fe, NM 87505
Or contact MariettaRobert at 317-773-0061
888-429-5471 Toll free no. for Canada and US;
530 – 513-6472
530- 413- 9537

T: talked to landlady today; thank you in advance if inspired to help
R: Happy St. Paddy's Day! As we watch the situations pass by . .
Camp Loveway guests: David Icke, Mark Beggage, Daniel Pinchbeck [wrote a book called Breaking Open
the Head – about dmt & doing the Ayahuasca & talking to Mother / Father God, however that is
● Spoke about things happening now & the new energies coming in with the new season: Lady Master
Athena's ship The Dove is showing up now but he can neither confirm or deny this – be ready for
anything in these moments
● They spoke of anomalies around the sun – people waking up like never before, having change of
conscience going through Ho' o' pono - Taran described a movie with Meryl Streep called
Defending your Life: you are in St Peter's great hall: get through the pearly gates and have to
review what you have done on the big screen: can you take it? Imagine being Kissinger or any of
them
● They said we'll have to start talking about a different slice of reality that is right out of SciFi channel –
cloning might be talked about now. Gingerich is dead; he's a clone – when you step into an
unordinary reality when you take these things, you get into the naqual & things are not as they
appear to be.
● Even a story that Fulford has been cloned and in hiding since Dec 2011 – it's on Rumour Mills!
● He called up and asked them about this: told him to give Realyn a break after all she's been through C-A
and all the rest
● Yes, Lord Rama, the Reformation Act is coming to pass; the banksters are getting arrested; the
least amongst us are the most in need.
● Like the people in Homs, Syria who need food, water, medicine, etc
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● would like to pull off a coup d'etat there, have Hillary in and set up another Libya, but it
won't be allowed by the Arab League
● The solution is our friends from the stars – we need to have a real discussion about this
and first drop the issues about race –
● Icke was talking of this: he was born at 19.5 degrees; Malcolm X is his father and he had
to do it this way. Mother Judiacus / Sekhmet will be doing the clean up.
● It's about Ashtar and Sananda chatting with the C in Chief
NPR: Ellen Ratner was on; going round the country with her foundation - Goatsfortheoldgoat.com – one
goat can save a family in Africa – to help the people in Sudan and other places – can only cry that
one goat can save a family's life!
R: Many things happening; it is very fast in spite of looking like a snail's pace.
● Heard that on USA screens a value of $14.36 / dinar; he's going to a bank on Monday morning to find
out
● He asked the guys off the air about it – Big Brother is still out there watching you, until they are
arrested, we should do nothing
● They spoke of using DMT to help PDSD soldiers – they come out of their session restored and able to
take their place in society
● Alpha Centari is only 4 hours away at Mach 6 - people never die, they never get sick, they never get old Audio: Melissa Harris Perry from Sat, Mar 17
● Guest is from Brennan Justice Centre
● NAACP is in front of the UN talking about voting suppression, a strategy from W E De boyce who did
the same years ago saying the Negros in America were not being granted full human rights.
MHP: do people understand that 1965 Voting Rights Act might be in jeopardy?
● It has always been supported when brought before the Courts
● Also about changing laws for those who have been in prison, and how the laws governing the ability to
vote vary wildly between the states – very confusing.
FOLLOWING ARE THE LINKS TO THE 3 SEGMENTS PLAYED TODAY.
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/46979745/vp/46769415#46769415
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/46979745/vp/46769590#46769590
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/46979745/vp/46769492#46769492

THIS URL IS FOR
THE SEGMENT ON MHP'S FOOT SOLDIER OF THE WEEK; THEIR DISCUSSION IS ALOS BELOW

Audio: Michael Tsarion

will talk about Ireland, the Masons and the role in democracy

1:33:57 - 3 years ago

Full 10 hour DVD Series available from: irishoriginsofcivilization.com In his companion DVD
Series to The Irish Origins of Civilization (Volumes 1 and 2), Michael Tsarion discusses the
historical significance of ancient Ireland and takes us on a truly fascinating journey through
time, from the Emerald Isle to Egypt and back again full circle. Along the way we are
introduced to the Druids and also to their destroyers, the Atonists. We discover the origins of
the world's most powerful secret societies and the New World Order they labor to create. We
discover secret facts about the royal dynasties of Britain and Europe, the Empire of Rome, and
about Masonic influence in America. Featuring over 560 illustrations, and rare source material,
this DVD series dramatically revolutionizes our view of history and explains what can be done
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●

●
●
●

to combat the tyrannical forces that have long conspired to undermine truth, freedom and justice.
Also see http://www.michaeltsarion.com
for all web domains.
*********
In Nov 2007, released his books called The Irish Origins of Civilization
Vol 1 the Servants of Truth, Druidic traditions and the influence explored
Vol 2 Akonaton, the cult of Aton and the dark side of the suns; polemic investigations
1st Book: Atlantis Alien Visitation and Genetic Manipulation – discussed
The Irish volumes pick up the story of mankind after the great catastrophe and the fall of Atlantis
and the decline of the ancient worlds
As the presentation unfolds, will find that story of Ireland and Egypt are connected.
● His books are controversial – they are an alternative reading of history
● Dedications to various authors, musicians – also to the spirit of humanity
● also dedicated to a beginner, the ones who come to alternate history & stories, and that
they don't have 20 – 30 years to find the truth
● also dedicated to the insiders – don't be treated as a machine, a machine man – can learn
things secretly

Michael Tsarion - The Irish Origins of Civilization - 1/6 - YouTube

www.youtube.com/watch?v=x-1nSnlBdR0
Michael Tsarion - The Irish Origins of Civilization - 2/6 - YouTube

www.youtube.com/watch?v=fbacKuupNFE
Michael Tsarion - The Irish Origins of Civilization - 3/6 - YouTube

www.youtube.com/watch?v=NcRO7t7giIQ

Michael Tsarion - The Irish Origins of Civilization - 4/6 - YouTube

www.youtube.com/watch?v=AtykfmGwacs
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Michael Tsarion - The Irish Origins of Civilization - 5/6 - YouTube

www.youtube.com/watch?v=8ShNe7LtNpk

Michael Tsarion - The Irish Origins of Civilization - 6/6 - YouTube

www.youtube.com/watch?v=vsr1qJyNZvY
● Why works of Connor McDairie are not discussed

[SEE BELOW – EXCERPT FROM
THE BIBLE: AN IRISH BOOK]
● He wrote The Bible: an Irish Book in which he said that Christianity coming from Judaism is
acknowledged, but where did Judaism have its origins? Who were the Hebrews and the Jews?
● “Hebrew” and “Jew” have been given to an Aramaic race, and it is a misnomer to call the modern ones by
those names.
● Where did the word “Jew” come from? Y and J were often interchangeable
● Jew comes from Yew tree, one of the most sacred trees – it grew abundantly in western Ireland
botanists think all trees came from 2 Irish trees. Ralph Ellis says yew was symbol of death and
underworld tree: tree may have been considered sacred because
● Yew often followed in church yards – follows that churches were located by the yew tree
● The last letter in Irish turns out to be Yod, last letter of God
Albert Churchward: these sacred mysteries were the same between
and the same as we practice
Skull and Bones Lodge 322: related to sign of Aries – it's a form of the Russell Trust, a British org.
● It's a Germanic lodge; the people from Yale who sit in seats of power around America
● do they serve America? 322 = sign of opening of Aries – March 22
Thomas Paine – 1818 – the origin of Masonry
● the figure of a man at the head of the sun, as Christ is always represented
● symbology of masonry; goes back to the Druids
● All telling us modern masonry and knights Templar roots ● An ancient canon meant to be for the benefit of all mankind – today's chaos is the result of a canon
being lost – only meant to be a perpetual peon!
● Pres John Quincy Adams: the conspiracy against god and man:
● Guiseppe Madzini- successor to the creator of German Illuminati
● William Pitt: there is something behind the throne that is greater than the king
who is greater than the king?
● Aton -
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● What would happen if you found out what was going on, who was at the top?
and if you found out it was the pharoahs - the most enlightened persons in the world?
● WHEN YOU find out it is the Sun King – would you not get in lock step with this?
● The architects of control behind the throne are the descendents of the royal kings of old – the dragon
kings of old
● they have reached out to seize America and their symbolism is all over there
● By what names were Masons anciently known?
The suns of light
● What is said to be the origin of the word masonry?
● a corruption of the ancient Greek: I am in the midst of light
● fri mas on – son of the light; Egyptian
● Egypt the cradle of Freemasonry but far from being the birth place which was in the lands of
the west
● Freemasonry is hidden Christianity – it's a play of masks: Judiasm, Islamism,
● In his book, points out 2 forms – Exoteric: official Latin Christianity – catholic and protestant
Esoteric : gnosticism, Knights Templar, and other
● these 2 wings are still versions created by a hidden hand – can create schisms to insinuate
the real edifice moves everlastingly forward
● His mentor: Jordan Maxwell – symbolism, chump!
● The Luciferians – 666 on the Vicar for the sun of god; Latin words is used on the Pope's helmet
● Martin Luther was tied into the movement,
Where are the Atonists to be found?
● Lucifer was the so-called the son of the morning; to worship the gods of light is to be a Luciferian, not a
devil worship [now it means devil worship, but didn't always]
● the holy crown ● Aton – look at regalia of the older masons
● Atonists in USA: is there an Atonism USA – masons are keepers of the royal secret – the
renegade cult of Aton
● The highest degree 32nd moving into 33rd the sublime prince
● Official founder: Adam Weistschauft – was Jewish, studied Catholicism
met Charles de Lorraine – brother of
● 1773 Adam met Mayer Amschel - the Rothschilds were not the agents of control – they were controlled
by the royalty . . .
● Zionist house of Rothschild was funded by . . .
● Illuminati was . . .
● Benjamin Franklin was an Atonist who secured America for his bosses
tied into secret societies
● Nicholas Hegger – Franklin, Paine, ?? - chosen to make the Great Seal of America
● Franklin's idea was a symbol of Moses and
● Seal now has an eagle on seal; used to be a phoenix, a seminal symbol of Akhnaton
● Eagle – letter A of Egyptian alphabet
● find arrow, olive leaves, star of David – real nature of the Davids, the 12 tribes
● Masonry preserves the rites of Druidism and the rites of the nouvus
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loss of the greatest orders of mankind
Music: several Irish pieces
Astrology:
Richard
a wild chart!
● Mercury conjunct Uranus, with Mercury retrograde – the yellow caution flag is out
● Mercury will continue to retrograde until April 4
● will back up into Pisces, six degrees ● We are 3 days from the equinox – even people with black and brown thumbs should be able to plant
something as the earth energies are powerful this year - find a little spot, make a little hole and
plant something!
Rama: the SW supposed to be getting snow on Monday, Tuesday
R: think globally, act locally: land of Canadian friends might be frozen but get ready to work the soil as
soon as conditions break
● Year-round gardeners are working already; his potato seeds ready to go in the ground:
● tremendous energies for the vegetable kingdom right now – all related to Mother Gaia doing her
earth changes
North node: indicator of destiny; North node moves in opposite direction to planets
● in 11 – 11 – 11, north node crossed Galactic Centre last year
● Not going to get relief any more: sun getting ready to conjunct ?/ in Aries
● a 3 planet stellum with these three guys is very, very rare!
● Metaphysically speaking, the changes cannot be delayed much longer
Ra: what everyone is saying: used to be in the naqual world, now in tonal
Ri: over the last couple of months, has seen more sparkles or flashes of spirit light in the forest
Ra: sees these sparkles all the time, 24/7 – driving; sees purples sparks and explosions of rainbows – has
to unfocus & keep to what he is doing; more and more people are beginning to see it
RI: people are at different vibrational state than they were a year ago; seeing such things means pretty
well tuned into nature spirits, and life is abundant everywhere. Where Richard is, the nature
spirits going to town – the squirrels are leaping more than he's seen.
● Sunday - mercury retrograde exactly conjunct Uranus; did a conjunction before it went retrograde –
comes back to conjunct Uranus in April 22nd for 3rd and final time this time around.
● Mercury is thought machine, left brain machine
● Uranus downloading Divine will - moon in Aquarius at the same time – so have stability with the
fluctuation of Mercury
● Monday: moon trines Saturn in the afternoon, move into Pisces and conjunct Uranus
● Tuesday: MDT: vernal equinox is 11:15 pm on Monday night
● Wed: moon still in Pisces; sun conjuncts Mercury retrograde – last day of lunar cycle
may be a difficult week to sleep
● Thursday: New Moon at 3 Aries conjuncts the sun at 7:30 am
Moon conjuncts meru at?
moon conjuncts ?? at 2:30 pm
● Thinks it could be a trigger energy
It's a sure bet – an interesting opportunity for mass awakenings and destruction of illusion
with Mercury retrograde, minds will be open to changes and changing long held opinions, dropping
old illusions and reaching out for real facts
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Friday: moon squares Pluto – moon goes into Aries at 6 am EST and around 9:3- am, Mercury retrogrades
back into Pisces which triggers many things spiritual: water related;
● first an intellectual uplifting – more programming upgrades
Saturday: Sun conjuncts Uranus – this happens once a year; should trigger something
● Venus and Jupiter are in Taurus and have to do with the mechanism of money
not crashing and burning in the way we expected is because of Venus and Jupiter in Taurus – why
stock market is still going up and will do so for a while yet – Venus is separating from Jupiter as it
moves faster, and when it gets into Gemini, will take some of the heat out of the markets
● Back room activities will continue and will stay looking as it is; but the big break more likely to be
a gentle one:seems to be way Ashtar, St. Germain & Sananda do things:slowly, not too much havoc
● The Cabal is doing a slow retreat, greatly resisting – they can use the energies like any magician and are
using them to their own benefit;
● they will lose because of Pluto energy in Capricorn – change of people in government systems: the
people holding the energies are being collected now and removed – once the lower vibrations are
removed and new people step up and take over, will
● last count of gov't resignations: 307
Ri: need to ride these energies out; as long as Mercury is retrograde, time to do inner work
● yet in other places on the planet, hot spots of low dimensional energies, demon energies, hateful
energies – eg, Syria likely to drag out over the spring
● the people with authority are very indecisive right now – don't know what strategy to use next
● the mercury - stellum going on – hard to see where you are going – like driving into the sun when
you can't see the road in front of you
● Earth energies getting triggered now; fire energies
● Tara and Leos: will be busy in their heads – get plenty of rest
The Saggitarians – not so much
T: has heard many say they are at the place that if things don't do something, want to leave
R: people showing up in hospital which chest pains – take a chill pill!
Ri: lots of body stories: lots of old energies being busted up this time around – some things have to be
broken before they can be re-harmonized
Ra: Santa Fe is a small town, and also city [65,000]
Ri: 10 – 12,000 where he lives - only 7 miles from ??
Ra: can hike all the way to Colorado from here
Ra: Michael ?? said about yew tree – all connected to treebeards and the shepherds of the trees – ants
Sees beings that are 200 – 300 feet tall; there are human souls in certain trees that are the
shepherds
T: they are known as standing nations – after man made hoop-la disappears,
Reading: Celia Fenn – the Multi-dimensional earth takes shape

[SEE BELOW]

Reading: about Syria – UN and Amnesty International say closer to 10,000 dead
Reading:

Torsion: The key to the Theory of Everything

Music:

Lion sleeps tonight; Cats in the Cradle
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Audio: Rest of Michael Tsarion
● The loss of the greatest empires known to man – think about losing this kind of power [the
empires of Egypt, for example]
● the vengeful sociopathic mind works like: take over everything to make up for kingdoms lost

Michael Tsarion - The Irish Origins Of Civilization Excerpt
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=7895679846369098539

Reading:

Where do the Ashkenazi Jews come from?

[SEE NEXT PAGE]

The Thirteenth Tribe
The Khazar Empire and its Heritage
By Arthur Koestler
This book traces the history of the ancient Khazar Empire, a major but almost forgotten power in Eastern
Europe, which in A.D. 740 converted to Judaism. Khazaria, a conglomerate of Aryan Turkic tribes, was
finally wiped out by the forces of Genghis Han, but evidence indicates that the Khazars themselves
migrated to Poland and formed the craddle of Western (Ashkenazim) Jewry...
The Khazars' sway extended from the Black sea to the Caspian, from the Caucasus to the Volga, and they
were instrumental in stopping the Muslim onslaught against Byzantium, the eastern jaw of the gigantic
pincer movement that in the West swept across northern Africa and into Spain.
Thereafter the Khazars found themselves in a precarious position between the two major world powers:
the Eastern Roman Empire in Byzantium and the triumphant followers of Mohammed. As Arthur
Koestler points out, the Khazars were the Third World of their day, and they chose a surprising method
of resisting both the Western pressure to become Christian and the Eastern to adopt Islam. Rejecting
both, they converted to Judaism.
The second part of Mr. Koestler's book deals with the Khazar migration to Polish and Lithuanian
territories, caused by the Mongol onslaught, and their impact on the racial composition and social
heritage of modern Jewry. He produces a large body of meticulously detailed research in support of a
theory that sounds all the more convincing for the restraint with which it is advanced.
Mr. Koestler concludes: "The evidence presented in the previous chapters adds up to a strong case in
favour of those modern historians - whether Austrian, Israeli or lish - who, independently from each
other, have argued that the bulk of modern Jewry is not of Palestinian, but of Caucasian origin. The
mainstream of Jewish migrations did not flow from the Mediterranean across France and Germany to the
east and then back again. The stream moved in a consistently westerly direction, from the Caucasus
through the Ukraine into Poland and thence into Central Europe. When that unprecedented mass
settlement in Poland came into being, there were simply not enough Jews around in the west to account
for it, while in the east a whole nation was on the move to new frontiers" ( page 179, page 180).
"The Jews of our times fall into two main divisions: Sephardim and Ashkenazim.
The Sephardim are descendants of the Jews who since antiquity had lived in Spain (in Hebrew
Sepharad) until they were expelled at the end of the fifteenth century and settled in the countries
bordering the Mediterranean, the Balkans, and to a lesser extent in Western Europe. They spoke a
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Spanish-Hebrew dialect, Ladino, and preserved their own traditions and religious rites. In the 1960s, the
number of Sephardim was estimated at 500,000.
The Ashkenazim, at the same period, numbered about eleven million. Thus, in common parlance, Jew is
practically synonymous with Ashkenazi Jew." ( page 181).
In Mr. Koestler's own words, "The story of the Khazar Empire, as it slowly emerges from the past,
begins to look like the most cruel hoax which history has ever perpetrated.
"The history of the Ashkenazi Jews was widely known and appreciated in the former Soviet Union.
Ashkenazi militants traced the area where the Turkic Khazars originated before their migration to
Southern Russia to Birobidjan, an Eastern Siberian area as big as Switzerland bordered by the Amur
river, by China and Mongolia. Around 1928 they started building settlements with the Soviet
government's help and in 1934 the Autonomous Republic (Okrug) of Birobidjan Yevrei came into being
with official languages of Yiddish and Russian. It is still there as an Autonomous Republic to this day,
offering the only historically legitimate settlement area for Ashkenazi Jews willing to exercise their
"right to return"...
Mr. Koestler was an Ashkenazi Jew and took pride in his Khazar ancestry. He was also a very talented
and successful writer who published over 25 novels and essays. His most successful book, Darkness at
Noon, was translated in thirty-three languages.
As expected, The Thirteenth Tribe caused a stir when published in 1976, since it demolishes ancient
racial and ethnic dogmas...At the height of the controversy in 1983, the lifeless bodies of Arthur Koestler
and his wife were found in their London home. Despite significant inconsistencies, the police ruled their
death a suicide...Another Mossad "suicide"!
READING:

Mahala Gayle – Spring Equinox 2012

[SEE BELOW]

READING:

2012 Precession of the Equinox – From Darkness into Light

[SEE BELOW]

Music:

Loreena McKennet – Beltaine

Audio:

Plot Summary for

2012: Time for Change (2010) More at IMDbPro

2012: Time For Change is a documentary feature that presents ways to transform our
unsustainable society into a regenerative planetary culture. This can be achieved through a
personal and global change of consciousness and the systemic implementation of ecological
design. Written by Anonymous
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2012: Time for Change is a 2010 feature-length documentary film based in part on the books of
Daniel Pinchbeck, directed by João Amorim, and premiered on April 9, 2010 at the Lumiere
Theater in San Francisco. The film presents a radical positive alternative to apocalyptic doom and
gloom, and features, among others, David Lynch, Sting, Ellen Page, Gilberto Gil, Barbara Marx
Hubbard, and Paul Stamets.
Source: Wikipedia
Music: Isle of Inisfree
Closing: Tara
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Meet Grace Brown, unbreakable photographer

GUEST ON MELISSA HARRIS
PERRY'S PROGRAM, MARCH 17/12

By Jamil Smith
Sat Mar 17, 2012 11:45 AM EDT

Shervin Lainez
Grace Brown, creator of Project Unbreakable.
This week's "Foot Soldiers" featured 19-year-old Grace Brown, a freshman at the School of Visual Arts
in New York City. Inspired by a friend's story and her skill with a camera, Grace started Project
Unbreakable, a Tumblr designed to help give power back to survivors of sexual assault through the
words of their attackers. I'll let her explain -- both in my interview with her, and in the short film
embedded below.
Can you tell me specifically what prompted you to start Project Unbreakable?
Grace Brown: After hearing so many stories in the past couple years, I was out with a friend in October
and she decided to tell me that she had once been abused. And it was the last straw for me. I woke up
the next morning and I had the idea for the project in my head.
Why did you call it "Project Unbreakable"?
I originally wanted to do something regarding strength. I was talking to my sister back and forth, and
she came up with "unshakeable." I went into the thesaurus, "unbreakable" came up, and I just decided
to go with "unbreakable."
So you create the Tumblr, and you begin. Is what is has become now what you had in mind from
the beginning?
GB: I didn't plan on accepting anyone wanting to submit; I planned on it just being a photography
project. But then, a couple weeks in, people were asking to submit their own images because they live
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too far away. I said, "Absolutely."
How is the photography (on Project Unbreakable) particularly helpful in helping survivors?
In the beginning, I didn't even realize that it would be healing. Originally, I just wanted to show the
numbers and be able to say, "Look at how many people this has affected." I realized later on that it was
really powerful for people to take back these words, and I think in seeing them in a photograph, it
solidifies it. Someone in the press described as (them) having the last word.
Do you feel that's accurate?
GB: Yeah.
Why, then, use the words of the attackers? Why not have it be sign with a giant "(expletive)
you!" on it? What has been the feedback from your participants on this?
GB: I don't think anger is the key in healing. As for the feedback, I've gotten really positive feedback
from people who have participated. I think they realize that it's important for them to let it go. When a
survivor tells their story, they often don't say what was spoken to them, and it sits there like a stone in
your stomach. They need to let that go.
What do you have in mind for the future of the site? How do you see it evolving?
GB: I hope to either become an organization, or be under another organization's umbrella. And I'd like
to publish a book as well.
Are there any photos that you've rejected?
GB: No; as long as they fit the guidelines as much as possible, that's fine. I don't accept stories, there's
another website (for that). Anyone who sends a poem or a story, I send them over to Survivor Stories.
Without getting into the details of your friend's specific situation, how did she react after you
photographed her?
Project Unbreakable from Nino Gallego on Vimeo.
GB: You know, I asked her, and she said it was really interesting for her. She was the first one I
photographed, which was incredibly brave of her. But from being her friend, she seems to be a little
more open about it, and talks about it with me. I think it's helped her.
I also noticed the number of male survivors on the site. Have you had any reaction from them,
other than the photos which they send?
GB: I'd say it's pretty much the same (response I get from women). I do get less men involved, but in
the beginning, I had no men. They're starting to come forward, and they're getting braver, and that's
really incredible to me that more and more men are sending in their photos and asking to be
photographed.
I was struck by Ashley Ray's quote in the Sydney Morning Herald article about Project
Unbreakable, that she had a panic attack the first time she saw it, but that the picture is now a
"piece of her that is no longer hiding in shame and guilt," "a beautiful scar." Has anyone ever
had regrets after submitting a photo to you?
GB: I had one who got a little bit nervous. I never photographed her; she submitted (a photo). For the
most part, people are OK with it.
What obstacles are you encountering -- pressure from other groups, etc.?
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GB: I've gotten really good feedback. Of course, there are the negative reviews, (of which) there have
only been a handful. Someone said that it was a "shallow attempt to heal wounds." But I think, for the
most part, it's been very positive.
To counter that, I would think that you could argue that you could say that about any form of
art, that it doesn't physically heal. What is the argument for art as a therapeutic device,
particularly when it comes to sexual assault?
GB: In general, it's great. It's just another way to tell their story -- and it's getting people to talk about it,
even people who weren't survivors. Sometimes talking is really difficult for people. Sometimes writing
it down is easier.
Ed. note: you can donate to Project Unbreakable here.
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2012, Mar 15 AA Michael - The Multi-Dimensional New Earth Takes Shape

The New Earth Energies March 2012 ~Archangel Michael through Celia Fenn
Beloved Family of Light, at this time it gives us Great Joy to greet you once again as you move towards the First
Equinox of 2012. Indeed,things are Shifting and changing on your Earth, and the first new energies of the New
Wave of Light for 2012 are beginning to be felt on the Earth.
Many of you may be feeling a little low, as you wait for the new wave of energy, and may be feeling a little
down when you consider events on the Earth right now, especially in the Middle East. You may seem no closer
to the ideals of Peace and Harmony that you seek. Beloveds, know that all is in Divine Order and in the Flow of
Creation, the energies of Change are moving forward. The Earth is making herself ready to Reconnect with the
8th and 9th Dimensions of Light, and the Earth Keeper Councils and the Councils of Elders who will be
responsible for the New Earth are now being formed and brought into existence.
Yes, Beloved Family of Light, after 2012 and the Earth’s Passage through the Portal of Light in December, the
Earth will be entrusted to the Keeping of those of you who are chosen and elected to the first New Earth Council
of Earth Keepers and its associated Council of Elders. These Beings will be initiated into the 8th and 9th
Dimensions where they will work with the Solar Councils and the Galactic Councils of Light. At last, Earth will
take its place as a “star of Light”, whose evolutionary path is determined by Divine Will and Divine Creative
Intelligence, and those who follow the Divine Will.
You may ask how this is possible, given the state of politics on your Earth today. We say simply that the New
Multi-Dimensional Earth is taking shape and the “old” energies of conflict and duality will have little importance
in the Future that is being manifested. The frequency of duality and conflict belongs to the old third-dimensional
world, and it is fading awry. The new fifth-dimensional Earth is based on Flow and Harmony, and the shifting of
polarities into Unity. Those in your Earth society who are advanced seek to bring polarities into unity through
dialogue and discussion. This is the way of the New Earth and it will become the predominant mode of political
life in an awakened fifth-dimensional Earth.
But, more importantly, the real power to determine the future path of the Earth is passing into the hands of the
Earth Keeper Council and the Council of Elders. These ones are called and chosen in the Higher Dimensions and
they have access to the Solar and Galactic Councils. They are not “obvious” to those in fifth-dimensional
society, but they are those who are multi-dimensional and can access Higher Consciousness and create and
manifest according to Divine Will as it is expressed in your Golden Rose Galaxy that is birthing and forming
now.
Earth takes her place, and indeed, so do you as you “hear” the invitation to access Higher forms of consciousness
and Earth Leadership. You will become aware of your new connections to your rebirthed sun, whom we now call
“Solaris”. The 8th Dimensional Council of Solaris unifies the Planetary Councils of your Solar System and
connects with the Stellar and Galactic Councils. Then, you will connect with the 9th Dimensional Councils of
the Golden Rose Galaxy, Rosa Dorada, the new name for your Golden Galaxy that is forming now and was
formerly known as the Milky Way.
With these structures in place, Earth ascends into her new “orbit” as the Blue Star Planet, the first planet within
the Galaxy to achieve full Multi-Dimensional status and to be governed by a Council of Earth Keepers and
Elders. These are “elected” by their Soul Communities on the Higher Level for their Wisdom, Commitment and
Courage.
Indeed, Beloved Ones, there is much excitement as these new structures are put in place and connected with the
New Earth grids. We know many of you have through [thought] that the Beings of Light would come down to
the Earth, but we say that it is you who will ascend to meet with the Beings of Light in the Solar and Galactic
Councils and take your place as part of the Golden Galaxy. And as you do this, you will also remain a part of the
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society of the Earth on the material level, ready to contribute and enjoy in the New Earth that is being birthed.
We celebrate that Earth is no longer an “infant” in the keeping of the Sirians, Pleiadians and Arcturians. Now, the
Earth is a fully mature and independent Star Being, representing the energy of Solaris in the Golden Rose
Galaxy.

Dragons and Dolphins
Beloved Family of Light, as you begin this next phase of Connection and Re-connection, you will also make
intense connections with the Awakening energy of the Dragons, and also the energy of the Dolphin Masters.
These two groups of Light Beings are especially focussed on this part of the 2012 alignments and are fully ready
to work with those of you who are ready.
Firstly, in the 6th Dimension you will encounter and reconnect with the Dragon energy. The Dragons are Higher
Dimensional bearers of the “Cosmic Fire” or Angel Fire. This is a very basic but powerful elemental energy that
you might term “nuclear” energy if you were to think of it in scientific terms, the basic “fire” that holds the
holographic matrix in place.
The Dragons were the early bearers of the Cosmic Energy and were your “ancestors”. They breathed fire
because they were expressions of Cosmic Fire itself. When you awaken the Dragon Fire, you reconnect with
your ancient ability to work with the Cosmic Fire for co-creation with the Divine. When you live in fear of the
Dragon energy, it lives in your shadow side and can emerge in destructive ways as “explosions” of rather
negative fire. This happens on a large scale when humans go to war and rain fire on each other in the form of
weapons, especially nuclear weapons, which are the ultimate negative use of the Dragon Fire. This is what has
happened when humans have approached the Dragon Fire from a scientific point of view and tried to harness it
for negative purposes. Indeed, much of the present conflict in your Middle East centers around the use of the
Dragon Fire for war and who should have the right to access this power. The Dragons themselves have evolved
as well, and no longer wish to be used for negative purposes; they wish to reconnect with Humanity and offer
themselves in the service of Peace.
Historically, the relationship with Dragons has been one of fear, leading to abuse and destruction. In the thirddimensional world where perception works in duality, the Dragons were feared and brought into conflict and
“vanquished”. In the fifth-dimensional New Earth, you recognize Polarity within Unity and so the Dragons can
re-emerge as you move into Mastery and the Higher Dimensions. In Mastery, you can become Dragon Riders
and direct the Dragon Fire with Consciousness and use its power in manifestation and creation for the highest
good and according to the Divine Plan. This is the way that the Dragon energy wishes to connect with humans,
and not in the scientific way where the energy is harnessed and used without any understanding of the Sacred
Relationship between Spirit, Dragons and Humans.
The Second Group of Light Beings is the Angelic Dolphin Masters, who are the Higher Expression of the
Cetacean/Dolphin energy of Earth. They come from the Galactic Center or Great Central Sun, via Sirius and the
Pleaides. Their purpose is, and always has been, to guide the development of the Species on Earth, especially the
emerging Human Angelic Species. The Cetaceans are Masters of Holographic Engineering, and wherever there
is a need for a major evolutionary shift or recalibration, they are there to assist. Even as Earth ascends into the
New and Independent role in her Solar System and Galaxy, the Dolphin Masters continue to assist in this
“birthing” process.
The Dolphin Masters and Angels embody the Cosmic Christ Consciousness. They flow with the Golden Energy
of the Cosmic Christ, but they also embody the Turquoise and Magenta Rays of the Christ Love. The energy of
the Dolphin Masters is expressed in Dance, Music and in Joy. It is fluid and flowing and light, beautiful and
harmonious. When you embody the energy of the Dolphin Masters, you become as they are, fluid, graceful,
joyous and able to react with grace and speed. No change of direction in the Flow is a problem; you are simply
able to move with it.
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With the assistance of the Dragons and the Angelic Dolphin Masters, the Fire of Creation and the Evolution of
Species on the Earth will once again be aligned with the Divine Will and Divine Creative Intelligence. This will
ensure that these energies are used only for Higher Purpose in the New Earth.

The March Equinox as a Point of Balance
With all these change and reconnections and recalibrations, it is probable that you will be feeling some of the
effects of these waves in the different dimensions. Firstly, Beloved Ones, it is possible that you may be feeling a
sense of disconnection, as though what was important before no longer is. Or projects that seemed to be going
smoothly might suddenly come to a halt. Also, you might find that relationships and friendships also suffer from
a similar hiatus and disconnection. This is simply an aspect of the huge changes that are being put in place. You
can be assured that in a few weeks things will flow smoothly once again.
The Equinox itself will be a point of Balance for you and your life. It will represent a moment when you will be
able to find inner balance and peace and reconnect to the new flow of your lives. Many of you will find new
directions and new paths as you enter into your new roles, especially those of you who will be working with the
Earth Keeper Councils and the Councils of Elders.
In terms of the physical body, there may also be some symptoms. In the past, the symptoms were felt mainly as a
result of the change of center and balance from the Solar Plexus to the Heart. Now, as you enter into this new
phase, you will find that the physical body is actually becoming lighter, that is more filled with light and lighter
in weight. In this phase, you may feel very heavy in your body, you may feel exhausted, and you may have
difficulty sleeping. You may also have difficulty with food and finding food that aligns with your new sense of
your physical body. These too will pass, Beloved Ones, as you become more accustomed to the lighter nature of
your multi-dimensional body.
Soon, you will feel filled with energy and ready for the new opportunities and challenges that will present
themselves towards the middle of the year as you move towards the Lion’s Gate at the end of July!
We wish you much Joy and Love in the coming weeks and months and we celebrate with you the manifestation
of the New Earth!
Celia Fenn, http://starchildglobal.com/
image by Nyako Nakar at www.nyakonakar.com
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2012, March 5
By Brendan D. Murphy

Torsion - The Key to the Theory of Everything

http://blog.world-mysteries.com/science/torsion-the-key-to-theory-of-everything/

Putting a Twist on Things
The first research generally credited with the discovery of this “fifth force”—torsion—was that done in the late
1800s by Russian professor N.P. Myshkin.1 Einstein’s colleague Dr. Eli Cartan first coined the term in 1913 after
discovering this force’s twisting movement through the fabric of space-time is what gives rise to the helical
structure of DNA. In the 1950s pioneering Russian scientist Dr. N.A. Kozyrev (1908–1983) conclusively proved
the existence of this energy, demonstrating that, like time, it flows in a sacred geometric spiral, 2 as I detail in
The Grand Illusion (TGI).
Russian scientists are reported to have written around 10,000 papers on the subject in the 1990s alone.
Torsion essentially means “twisting” or “spiralling.” Thus, this is the action of torsion waves as they propagate
through space—and it is also the action of static torsion fields. Torsion fields are generated by spin and/or by
angular momentum; any object or particle that spins produces torsion waves and possesses its own unique
torsion field. According to some, torsion waves are the missing link in the search for a final “theory of
everything (TOE),” a unified field theory, or GUT (grand unified theory). Currently they cannot be reconciled
with the established concept of a quantum wave as it stands in physical theory.
Since torsion fields influence spin states, one object’s torsion field can be changed by the influence or
application of an external torsion field. “As a result of such an influence, the new configuration of the torsion
field will be fixed as a metastable state (as a polarized state) and will remain intact even after the source of the
external torsion field is moved to another area of space. Thus torsion fields of certain spatial configuration can
be ‘recorded’ on any physical or biological object.” 3 (emphasis added)
This realisation of the unique properties of torsion fields immediately suggests compelling links to various psi or
parapsychological phenomena (such as the “charging” of an object with intent, or the informational recording of
events in “inert matter” so that it can later be “read” by a psychometrist).

Kozyrev, Time and Torsion
Dr. Kozyrev discovered that human thoughts and feelings generate torsion waves.
Such a discovery opens the door for a “physical” understanding of consciousness, and a much more complete
model of reality. Kozyrev was able to measure physical effects that were caused by sudden psychological
changes (including his own), proving that consciousness is related to vibrations within a fluid-like “aetheric”
medium.4 In his ingenious experiments he detected minute changes in systems, that mimicked psychokinesis
using an unknown form of hard-to-detect energy—time itself, he believed—which he pointed out united all
existence in a unified field, connecting all things in real-time (thus facilitating nonlocality or “action at a
distance”).
Changes in mechanical systems produced subtle alterations in the density of time/the aetheric medium, as did
gravity, thunderstorms, changes in season, and changes in matter density. Likewise, Kozyrev found that
consciousness also affected time density. Emotional thoughts produced larger effects on his equipment than did
intellectual thoughts. “The measurement systems are especially strongly affected by a person in emotional
excitement,” Kozyrev’s colleague V.V. Nasonov told an audience at Moscow University in 1985. “For instance,
[Kozyrev] was able to deflect a torsion balance pointer by 40° or more when reading his favourite ‘Faust.’
Meanwhile, as a rule, mathematical calculations did not cause pointer deflections.”5 Thus, Kozyrev believed that
our thoughts could change the density of time. He believed that in mastering the ability to make time dense at
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will, we would be able to make telepathy occur at will. Under his conception, all psi phenomena would be
stripped of their paranormal trappings and accepted into the world of natural phenomena.6

Storing Intention and Information in Water
Virtually all anomalous warping effects or other “law-defying” effects caused in matter by various technologies
can be replicated by the human mind, as I make a point of illustrating at some length in TGI. The imprint of
human intention into the ice crystals of Dr. Masaru Emoto is just one example that might be explained by torsion
waves radiated by human thoughts and emotions. Dankachov showed in 1984 that water is “a good medium for
storing static torsion fields.“7 The torsion fields created by human intention are simply memorized in water,
especially water containing ionized salts.8 At a sub-microscopic level, the internal structure of water has
changed causing the resultant differences in the ice crystals. At Sound Energy Research scientists created torsion
field imprints in distilled water using scalar (torsion) wave technologies. The result is structured water called
scalar wave–structured water™. They sent samples to Emoto who froze them and studied the crystals, which
formed hexagonal structures like those created by human consciousness.9 The scalar/torsion technology creates
the same effects as mental intent. The inference to be drawn is compelling: perhaps torsion waves—which are
bereft of any electromagnetic (EM) properties or mass—are “carrier waves” of consciousness.
According to Dr. W.E. Davis, the psionic device patented and used for years now by the De La Warr laboratories
in England is a variation of the Heironymus machine that is capable of registering photographs of the L(ife) field
surrounding an object. In 1958 Dr. De La Warr took a picture of a drop of ordinary tap water. The results were
“normal”: there was a central point with seven bright, thin lines radiating from it. Then he asked a priest to bless
the water before he took another picture. This time, the “brilliant lines of force” formed the shape of a cross!10
This phenomenon is somewhat akin to the use of kind words to metamorphose the shape of water molecules as
documented in Emoto’s research. The spin states of the water’s atoms were presumably altered by the priest’s
own torsion field as he imprinted his intention by blessing the water.

Nonlocal Interactions and Torsion in Nature
The fact that plants are able to respond to human intention in measurable ways could perhaps be related to the
torsion waves created by human consciousness and broadcast to the plant, which senses them and responds
accordingly, on instinct. After all, if we can observe the Phi ratio (signifying the presence of this spiraling torsion
energy) virtually everywhere we look in nature and realize that plants, humans, and animals are all created out of
this mathematically embedded matrix or “implicate order,” it is not so surprising that plants can detect human
thoughts (which generate torsion waves), as Cleve Backster has shown with his breakthrough studies (starting in
the 1960s) on human-plant telepathic interactions. Backster documents, among other things, that when he was
away from his office, the plants in his office space actually produced immediate measurable electrical reactions
to his intent to return—even when he was nowhere near the building. By connecting a plant’s leaves to a
polygraph machine, Backster found that his office plants not only responded stressfully to silent mental threats
by a human to harm them, but also to the deaths of nearby organisms, such as brine shrimp and even bacterial
colonies.11
Russian scientist Dr. Victor Grebennikov is an entomologist who discovered what he called the “cavity structural
effect” (CSE) created by bee nests. The particular shape of the nests caused them to harness and throw off large
amounts of torsion waves that were detectable to human hands even when the nest was shielded with thick
metal. These torsion waves act as a guide to trees, who detect them and guide their roots around the bees’
structures rather than growing into them, as well as offering a form of nonlocal “communication” between the
bees themselves.12 The torsion harnessed by the CSE can also alter the passing of time, as Grebennikov showed,
replicating Kozyrev’s findings.13
Dr. Frank Brown, a pioneer in the study of interactions between magnetism and living organisms, found that
when bean seeds were placed near one another there was an interaction between them that could not be
explained in orthodox terms: it seemed to be due to the presence of a biofield or spin force.14 That the biofield
was involved is supported by Brown’s observation of a connection between rotation and bean seed interaction.
He found that the beans interacted more strongly when they were rotated counter-clockwise than when they were
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rotated clockwise. (The biofield is usually observed as a clockwise force as seen from above, though it
reportedly flows in one direction for men and the opposite for women.) Brown also reported on the research of
R.I. Jones, who reported in 1960 that plant growth could be altered by uniform daily rotation. Clockwise rotation
depressed growth, suggesting the presence of a spin force around all plants might be a factor.15

Pyramids as Torsion Conductors and Generators
Russian and Ukranian research into pyramids has yielded some very interesting results regarding torsion waves.
The Russians found that the pyramid shape naturally harnesses torsion waves, as if amplifying them. It has been
experimentally established that objects that feature the Golden Section (which expresses Phi) can be described as
passive torsion generators.16 The team of Prof. A.G. Antonov from the Russian R&D Institute of Pediatrics,
Obstetrics and Gynecology tested the effects of a solution of 40% glucose in distilled water after it had been
stored in the pyramid. By administering only 1 ml of the glucose to 20 different prematurely born infant patients
with compromised immune systems, their levels of health were seen to increase rapidly up to practically normal
values. The researchers furthermore discovered that the glucose was not necessary, as the same effect could be
produced by simply using 1 ml of ordinary water that had been stored in the pyramid.17
Another study in Russia showed that mice drinking torsion-affected pyramid water had significantly fewer
tumors develop than the mice drinking the ordinary water.18 (Elsewhere, Russian scientists have reported that
mice subjected to static torsion fields showed significantly enhanced immune function.19) Blunted razor blades
also sharpen again as the crystalline structure is regenerated by the harnessed energy.20 These are just a few of
the many effects observed and verified by large numbers of qualified scientists. The best and most up-to-date
review of the incredible effects produced by pyramids as they harness torsion fields is provided by Wilcock in
The Source Field Investigations (Dutton, 2011).
Some time around 1980, out-of-body explorer Robert Monroe was driving past his old home in Westchester
County, New York—the site of his first out-of-body experiences. As Monroe recalled, a psychologist friend who
was with him in the car took one look at the house, turned, and smiled, as he noted that the roof of the house
formed a “perfect pyramid.” “You were living in a pyramid. That did it!”21 The ancient pyramids, in particular
the Great Pyramid at Giza, served multiple esoteric functions such as facilitating OBEs, as in a shamanic
initiation-type ritual.22 Pyramid placement at certain node points on the planetary grid suggests that they act to
harness the planet’s life-enhancing energies, and perhaps stabilize the grid itself. They are not gigantic tombs for
dead pharaohs, that much is certain, but that is a topic beyond the scope of this article. Wilcock explains that any
cone-shaped or cylindrical object will harness and focus the torsion fields spiraling out of the Earth; since this
energy is fundamentally intelligent, harnessing it not only enhances one’s physical health, but one’s “spiritual
consciousness” also.23
Torsion waves have the potential to initiate a fundamental paradigm shift. They are bridging the gap between
mind and matter in a way that was never thought possible, and in the process they are validating the perspectives
of mystics and occultists. Various researchers consider torsion as being synonymous or identical with
consciousness itself. Since torsion waves are a fundamental and ubiquitous feature of the cosmos, we can see
how consciousness is also; consciousness has a real and detectable force which can act on the environment both
locally and remotely. Suddenly the notion of something like psychokinesis is not so “paranormal.” Sol Luckman
refers to torsion energy as “intelligent light or intention energy emanating from higher dimensions” and notes
that it is distinguishable from both gravity and electromagnetic radiation.24 Torsion fields are spin fields within
gravity, and as such, they can be used to mitigate and nullify gravity, an idea I explore in relation to bodily
levitation in TGI.

Torsion, Psi, and the Brain
Every electromagnetic or electrostatic field is accompanied by or contains a torsion component,25 meaning that
all organic and inorganic objects have their own signature torsion fields,26 though no organic substances can be
used to shield torsion fields—unlike aluminum, for instance, which can. (Kozyrev stated that aluminum was an
excellent reflector of time.27) If the principle of complementarity operates at all scales (as we have good reason
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to believe) then, as Yurth points out, that means that wherever we find local/linear effects, we must also find
non-linear/nonlocal effects.28 Relatedly, Kozyrev discovered that torsion waves can move through space at
tremendous speeds—billions of times the speed of light—meaning they propagate in the future and past as
well,29 so tapping into them could facilitate retro- or precognition, psi experiences involving glimpses of the
past or future in other words.
If you think of torsion waves as connections not through space, but in the realm of time (or time-space), then
real-time (instantaneous) telepathic communication between people separated by thousands of miles may
become slightly more comprehensible—and less “unusual.” Such phenomena ordinarily looks to us as “acausal”
(since there is no discernible exchange of EM energy or force between the two parties in space-time), but torsion
waves may facilitate nonlocal correlations through “causal nonlocality.”
According to A. Akimov, torsion fields coupled with the standard electric, magnetic, and gravity fields should
offer a unified field theory that will extend the realm of science to include the effects of consciousness. It’s
interesting to note that certain effects on the spin structure of matter caused by torsion waves could only be
reproduced by psychics. Furthermore, according to Russian physicist G.I. Shipov, torsion fields transmit
information without transmitting EM energy.30 “From the late 80s till the late 90s…It was established that
torsion generators allow us not only to replicate all ‘phenomena’ [such as PK and ESP] demonstrated by so
called ‘psychics,’ but they also are able to demonstrate effects that were never demonstrated by any

‘psychic.’”31
The Akimov group have represented the brain as a non-magnetic spin torsion system where it is simultaneously a
torsion transmitter and receiver.32 Iona Miller wrote in an online article that “[s]tanding scalar [torsion] waves
can be coupled at exactly 180° out of phase in a resonant cavity to create zero sums through scalar resonance.
There is just such a resonant cavity in the brain, between the pituitary and pineal glands. These waves of
potential co-modulate each other and ‘lock or zip together’ as a zero-vector system [scalar] wave. This allows for
crosstalk or translation between dimensions.”33
Interestingly, the pineal gland is believed to produce the entheogen DMT, known informally as the “spirit
molecule.” This molecule is known to facilitate intuitive functioning and mystical experiences. Perhaps it acts as
an antenna for and amplifier of hyper-dimensional scalar/torsion waves? If a resonance can be set up within the
cavity between the pineal and pituitary glands, does this stimulate higher levels of DMT production, allowing us
to access different levels of reality? Rick Strassman’s fascinating experiments with DMT on volunteers showed
that intravenously administered DMT produces extremely real other-dimensional experiences, replete with
interactions with non-human intelligences—some resembling “aliens” referenced in the UFO and abduction
literature.34
According to veteran independent scientist Lt. Col. Tom Bearden, “all mind operations are time-like, i.e., they
are comprised as scalar EM photon functions and scalar EM wave functions. Thus the mind is a very special
kind of electromagnetic system, existing in the time domain.”35 In other words, the mind does not have its
origins in the material world, but in the nonlocal “implicate” realm or torsion/scalar field. “A sizable list of
attributes has been experimentally identified which demonstrates that the torsion field operates holographically,
without regard to time and distance.”36 So too then does consciousness. Pertinently, in torsion fields, similar
charges attract, and opposite charges repulse. It has long been a metaphysical tenet that in terms of human
experience “like attracts like.” If torsion is a carrier wave for consciousness this is a profound point. As a
nonlocally interconnective force unifying us all in real-time, torsion is likely to be the missing link that
facilitates Jung’s “acausal” sychronistic phenomena (“meaningful coincidences”), and our ability to remotely
draw certain people and events to us. This could prove to be the ultimate scientific support for the notion that
“what you put out is what you get back,” (the “law of attraction”) though this axiom appears to be an
oversimplification.
In terms of psi phenomena such as remote viewing and other functions of consciousness that allow us to access
information from anywhere in the cosmos, the significance of torsion fields should now be obvious. Indirect
support comes from the employment of gravimetric devices by various scientists who have used torsion fields to
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measure and record distant astrophysical events and processes in real time. Their results support the notion that
information at any single place in the cosmos can be instantaneously obtained at any other location.37 Likewise,
by generating a torsion field (which can be done by counter-rotating two magnets or even other objects in close
proximity), information can be “pumped” into it to instantly manifest elsewhere in the universe—no matter how
large the distance between the sender and receiver. “The information ‘packets’ we insert into the non-linear field
[implicate order] at our local address becomes accessible anywhere in the hologram at any other address simply
by matching the field effects that created the torsion field in the original locale.”38 In 2001, Dr. Hartmut Müller
used the spin/torsion fields within gravity to make a real-time telephone call from the Toezler Medientage
building in Germany to Saint Petersburg in Russia—no EM fields were used. The communication was therefore
instantaneous, without the time lag normal EM communication systems present.39

Conclusions
Psi and consciousness researchers have typically discussed only electromagnetism in relation to the operations of
the mind, when all along the much harder to detect “fifth force” (known as torsion since 1913) may have been
the most important aspect of bio-energy in accounting for the anomalous functions of consciousness. Physicist
Michael Talbot wrote in his early 1990s classic The Holographic Universe that legitimate psychics had sensed
the presence of another non-EM force or energy that composed part of the human aura or bio-field, but could not
quite pinpoint what it was. Thanks to pioneers like Myshkin, Cartan, Kozyrev, and many more, we may surmise
that the other “mysterious” non-EM component of the human bio-field spoken of by those psychics was torsion.
Copyright © Brendan D. Murphy
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Mahala Gayle ~ Spring Equinox 2012 & Daily 15-20 min Free
Divine Healing for any condition

2012, Mar 13

Spring Equinox 2012
By Admin on behalf of Mahala, on March 13th, 2012
Happy New Year Everyone! We are fast approaching the Spring Equinox. This has always been considered the
Astrological New Year. I think this is when the New Year should start because it is spring, at least in the northern
hemisphere. This is when the Earth starts to wake up from a long sleep and the trees start to bloom and flowers
start getting ready to put on their show of beauty. Spring is a beautiful time of year.
The Spring Equinox sets the stage for months to come. It starts with the sign Aries which rules new beginnings.
Because Uranus and Mercury are both in Aries, along with the Sun. We will be experiencing many storms with
snow, rain, winds, or lightening. At least during the time period when Uranus and Mercury are traveling together,
which lasts for about a month or so.
Aries is a fire sign and this causes more fire events to happen like fires, volcanic eruptions, or it could activate
the passion within us, which is fire. Uranus rules wind, lightening, revolutions, and high technology like
computers, the Internet, cell phones, and other electronic toys. Uranus will be in the sign of Aries for seven
years. This will bring a lot of new technology to the foreground. There will be inventions beyond your wildest
dreams that will come forward for the benefit of humanity.
We just experienced a full moon on March 8, 2012. Then we had the largest solar flare since December of 2006.
For a flare to hit our magnetic field at the same time as a full moon, it became a major event. It was time to
release anything that showed up to be released. How did you experience this full moon? I had to look at my
abundance issues again. I know other people who experienced the same thing. Hopefully I released the rest of
the energy concerning lack in my life. If other people experienced the same thing, and released their old thoughts
about lack then we can look forward to abundance in the near future. I know one person who experienced much
abundance with this full moon. I hope other people experienced the same thing.
Mercury is in the shadow period of going retrograde and actually turns on March 12. It will stay retrograde until
April 4th with a shadow period after that for a few days. This is not a good time to have an operation, sign legal
papers, or buy electronic things. If there is something that has been in the works for a long time that needs to be
finished, or an operation that needs to be done, than it is alright to sign papers or have an operation, although I
still wouldn’t buy anything electronic until Mercury goes direct.
Mercury turns retrograde in Aries which will activate the movement of this cardinal (fast acting) sign. Then we
have Mars retrograde, which is making an aspect to Jupiter. This means there is a strong war vibration occurring
right now; look at the violence in Syria and the challenge between Israel and Iran. Jupiter is activating the
Middle East and this area will continue to be activated until June of 2012.
The opposite side of the world that is being affected by Jupiter is the West Coast of the United States. There have
been several events since Jupiter went into Taurus. In August of 2011 there was an undersea volcanic eruption
off the Oregon Coast. Then on September 9, 2011 there was a 6.8 quake on Vancouver Island. Then there was a
6+quake off the shores of southern California. There have been several 4+ quakes in various places along the
coast. There is the possibility of another large quake somewhere along the coast in the next three months.
The Sun will square Pluto on March 29. This will be a strong aspect because of the eclipse that happened last
year in July of 2011, with the Sun on 9 degrees Cancer. Pluto will be on 9 degrees Capricorn (the opposite sign)
triggering that eclipse until the end of May. When the tornadoes happened in the Midwest on March 2nd it was
because of Pluto being on 9 degrees Capricorn triggering that eclipse degree, and the moon was over that area.
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That July eclipse activated the area from the Mississippi River to the East Coast and that is where the tornados
occurred. The opposite side of the world that is being triggered by Pluto is China and they just had a large 6+
earthquake. Look for more events in China and the surrounding areas. It depends on the declination of the planet
where an event will happen.
Solar eclipses set up energy in a certain area where the Sun happens to be, and when a planet comes along and
triggers that energy, events happen. A solar eclipse is not a one day event. They can be in effect for a long time,
sometimes years.
Pluto is considered the God of the Underworld, or the transformer. I like to think of Pluto as the transformer,
which is what Pluto seems to be doing right now as it transforms the banking system. The last I heard there have
been more than 200 bankers who have resigned in the last couple of weeks. Pluto is a very important planet right
now because it is in Capricorn which is ruled by Saturn (a karmic planet). This is why the dark controllers are in
hot water right now and in the process of losing their power.
The moon’s north node has been going through Sagittarius for the past year and will be there until the end of
August. Sagittarius rules the banking system so according to astrology we should be well on the way to a new
banking system by August, or maybe sooner. We need a whole new financial system.
I know many light workers who live on the edge, and that is a very stressful way of living. Maybe there is
another way of looking at abundance because light workers are always taken care of. They always manage to
have a place to live and food to eat. Maybe we have done a wonderful job of creating what we need; the
challenge is creating abundance so we can do what we choose to do like travel, etc. I believe we are getting
ready to move into the energy of abundance.
When the old system finally falls and the new one comes in, we will start experiencing a whole new way of life.
We will be able to create more healing centers, or places to get together to talk and share our wisdom, heal
ourselves, or do whatever we want to do. Let’s become beacons of light so everyone can see our light and
become enlightened. It takes only one little candle to light a dark room. I would like to thank all of you for
helping transform the world to one of love and light. So Be It!
I send you my love!
Mahala Gayle

Please note that our Asclepius Light Center has a new web site, although it is still under construction.
The address is www.transforminghuman.com
email: planetalert@hotmail.com
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2012 Precession of the Equinox – From Darkness into Light
2009 November 2 [original posting]

http://www.shiftoftheage.com/2009/11/02/precession-of-the-equinox-from-darkness-into-light-2/
by Timothy Connolly

From Darkness Into Light
It is said: history repeats itself. And what we call precession of the equinox is a wonderful, age-old
cosmological example of this gem of wisdom. In this article we discuss what is accepted, main-stream
knowledge of this repetitive astronomical process and then dive into some significant lesser known
emerging hypotheses relating to and tying together the accelerating 2012 phenomena and current
events we now see unfolding.
Last, we look to show by placing the puzzle pieces together into a cohesive, high probability opinion
that our solar system including Earth and all its inhabitants, are now together emerging into a interdimensional frequency shift beyond our limited perception of only three dimensions.
Much of what will be discussed here may be to some, arcane. So with that in mind, I will attempt to
concisely convey esoteric concepts and beliefs in a logical fashion combined with supporting,
emphatically provable scientific evidence. This would also be a good time to personally reflect that
each of us is responsible for our spiritual awakening and physical evolutionary progress. It always
begins from within, not from some external force as it so often seems. A key to unlocking profound
changes within can only begin through deliberate application of unconditional love wrapped in wisdom.
May I suggest if you find yourself in a position requiring a new level of acceptance or understanding to
what is written, simply open your heart and mind looking for evidence in your own life to help support
the conclusion presented. In doing so, you will inevitably join in the discussion finding inner strength
along the way into a new light of awareness. Before we jump into the real subject matter of this article
- From Darkness into Light - let’s first lay a basic foundation for those who may not be knowledgeable
about what the astronomical term “precession of the equinox” means. The following explanation
should prove helpful.

Precession Of The Equinox
The precession of the equinoxes also called the Great Year, refers to the precession (slow western
movement) of Earth’s axis of rotation with respect to inertial space. There are a couple varying schools
of thought as to the cause of this precession. The mainstream theory held is that earth’s precession is
caused because earth is not a perfect sphere but an oblate spheroid. If the Earth was a perfect sphere
we would have no precession. The primary cause of this effect is because Earth’s equatorial diameter
is slightly larger (due to earth’s rotation) than the polar diameter. Another more visual example used to
explain this rotation is the analogy of a spinning top. In the case of the spinning top, gravity effects
how the top eventually tips over while it is spinning. Earth’s wobble however, is said to be caused by
the forces of the sun and moon as gravity is nonexistent in space.
A few last important tidbits. A complete precession cycle covers a period of approximately ~25,625
years; this called the “Great Year”. During this time the equinox will regresses a full 360°. Processional
movement also is the determining factor in the length of an Astrological Age. To summarize, the
precession is the sun’s apparent position moving slowly west in a constellation when observed on the
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same day each year; it takes an equinox sun approximately ~2,135 years to move through one of the
twelve constellations on its 25,625 cycle completely around the Zodiac.
This understanding of precession will be crucial later on in the article. Currently we are now moving
out of the age of Pisces and into the constellation Aquarius with all its “new era” symbols and profound
meanings. Although there is ongoing debate as to the exact timing when entering a new age reflected
in the backdrop of the heavenly boundaries, the variance of linear time is negligible for this discussion.
That fact, along with additional interesting information, is the basis of this article. Now, let’s move on
exploring some fascinating possibilities.
Note: If you want to have an overview of what you just read and receive some good visuals, watch the
7 minute video below.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a-C173cS7xw&feature=player_embedded

A Return Path To Rediscovery
While some people may debase or discount astrology and the meaning of astrological signs, we can
indeed find synchronicities in earthly events when taken in context of the meaning of an astrological
age. Since the precession is an established fact, we can now look back into previous astrological ages
to gather characteristics and influences of a given age. Take, for example, the last one, the age of
Pisces. In thinking about the age of Pisces, the first thing that typically comes to mind is the symbolism
- a fish. This was an age of big religions. Symbolically, the fish is interpreted in many ways such as:
sacrifice, charity, mercy, compassion and pardon. It is also associated with the planet Neptune
represented by faith and divinity. In Hinduism, the fish was also the symbol of the savior; Vishnu’s first
incarnation in the shape of a fish saved Manu from the flood.
A close look at the Christian faith, along with many others, strive in these characteristics as ways of
pursuing the divine. Consider also that Jesus spoke of his disciples as “Fishers of Men”, offering those
with ears to hear enlightenment and salvation. The Piscean age was one of spiritual awakening in
which all are invited to seek God, service to others rather than service to self - living the Golden Rule.
It also can be viewed as a world age which embodied virtue and eternal truth of spiritual salvation
available to all.
So it may not be farfetched to conclude the age of Pisces was the birth age of Christianity and greater
spiritual awakening worldwide. Soon to follow, and continuing much to this day, a division, separation
and strife as religious world views clash. Much of this is fueled by spiritual misconceptions and strict
dogmas built upon unawareness that we all have eternal natures and the same divine inheritance. In a
sidebar, interestingly Christian eschatology’s infamous book of Revelation (or Apocalypse, from the
verb apokalypto, to reveal) describes a new earth which is revealed at the end of the age. One could
say that truly it shall be the end of the world - the present world as we know it. This book clearly is
infused with a Shift of The Age perspective.
Furthermore, what transpires according to prophesy is a “Golden Age”, a “New Heaven, a New Earth”.
Many other traditions speak of a world unlike the one that we now inhabit coming into existence in this
Aquarian age. In a passage recorded in Luke 22:10 Jesus, in preparation for the Jewish Passover and
the Last Supper, makes a statement which alludes to the coming Aquarian Age: And he said unto
them, Behold, when ye are entered into the city, there shall a man meet you, bearing a pitcher of
water; follow him into the house where he entereth in”. This is an interesting reference to the Age of
Aquarius’s symbol of the man carrying water (water = light) alluding that more light is to come.
Implying this just preceding a Jewish upcoming holy day and festival is significant since it
commemorates the Hebrews escape from enslavement in Egypt.
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A statement like this is analogous to our physical bodies (DNA) restraining our spiritual self back from
revealing its full potential. Passover in the spiritual sense should be interpreted as divine intervention
bringing one closer to a new, freer world without limitations, a prelude to an Aquarian Age. The Last
Supper was also symbolic of the future abilities; alchemy of water into wine, a transformation of mind,
body and spirit transmuting the divisive structure of our ego. Suffice to say, the Piscean age was one
in which we all should acknowledge duality of body and soul being revealed for the purpose of raising
our lower physical nature by including our eternal, spiritual selves.

One More Cycle Back In Time
Prior to the Piscean age was the age of Aries, symbolized in the ram. The age of the ram signified a
time of expansion of empires and conquest. It is often associated with fire, war, conquest, adventure
and of course, initiative growth. A Bronze age in Central Europe saw the rise of classical Greek with
the worship of Apollo the god of the sun and of course, the orient, Persia and Rome in all their glory.
Moses in his exodus from Egypt with the Hebrews into a new, promised land exemplified the
expansion hallmarks of this age.
The Old Testament or Hebrew Torah is filled with warrior conquests and nomadic life for its full
religious history and symbolism. However, the most Arian like theme is the One-God, One-Creator
concept. Monotheistic Judaism quickly won out over the Golden Cow through great spiritual
personalities like Abraham and Moses. Even Egypt stepped up in like fashion with Pharaoh
Akhenaten’s drive to replace polytheism with monotheism. Finally, the symbol of the ram being
removed from a place of worship to one as the sacrificial lamb/ram was a symbolic rebellion from a
previous age - Taurus, the bull. Moses instructed the Hebrews to dispel the bull, by placing lambs'
blood on the door posts as a form of divine insurance. He clearly knew it was the end of the age of
Taurus and the beginning of Aries.

Where To Now?
Just as we are now entering into the Age of Aquarius, transitional effects occur and characteristics of
the previous age linger. Liken it to a seasonal change from winter to spring, they are gradual and
recede, it’s never an abrupt process. Each age merges and blends together for a short time in what
the Mayans referred to as the “galactic underworld” and is also a time modern astrologers call the
“cusp”. A general theme for this time between two worlds is easily described as one of chaos - rapid,
unorganized change, accompanied by increasing universal truth being revealed.
Later we will learn what to expect and what we may well witness during the near-term in regards to the
transition phase we find ourselves in now. The point in reviewing past ages was for the sole purpose in
validating the existence of documentable themes of every age. Yes, history does in fact repeat itself.
For a more detailed, scientific look at time cycles see the book review post: Fractal Time.
Having just done a 6,000+ year look-back, one should easily see that if you had continued further
back in time, life on earth in an enlightened sense, darkens quickly.
Thankfully, earth and its inhabitants are now returning to a place in the cosmic backdrop in which a
powerful light energy is transforming every atom in its path with its laser-beam like focus.
“As we know from ancient Egyptian history, there are symptoms of psychic changes that always
appear at the end of one Platonic month and at the beginning of another. They are, it seems, changes
in the constellation of the psychic dominants, of the archetypes or “Gods” as they used to be called,
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which bring about, or accompany, long-lasting transformations of the collective psyche.” - C G Jung

Disharmony - A Separation From Source Light
From a cosmological perspective, our solar system is returning on a 25,625 year path laid amongst
the cosmos, back into a very powerful stream of light energy. This light energy, which constantly
resonates and essentially acts like a focused, intense beam of energy, is emitted from our Milky Way
Galaxy’s center 26,000 light years away from Earth. Our local solar system, located on an outer spiral
arm of the Milky Way, naturally travels like a wave oscillating up and down relative to the galactic
plane, in and out of this “light energy” beam emanating out from the Galaxy’s core.
Today, modern astronomers have verified that at the center of our Galaxy is a “whirling disk” with a
“Black Hole” at its centre that is both swallowing and giving birth to stars simultaneously.. During this
25,625 year traverse, the solar system including Earth, enters into and passes through the galactic
plane twice: one pass slightly closer to the Milky Way Galaxy’s centre than the other. Metaphorically
speaking this is traversing from darkness into light.
As we travel further away from and out of the Galactic plane, the light energy emitted from the galaxy’s
centre becomes less concentrated, less effective in our local solar system. Since science understands
that all of the Milky Way Galaxy’s components for creating its suns, stars and planets were and are
sourced from the centre, reason dictates this source is a pulsing, light wave energy containing life giving transformative power. We can look to one of the most astronomically and mathematically
advanced civilizations of recorded history, the Mayans, and gather a logical opinion as to the
significance of the galactic centre. Here is what they said about it: They referred to the Galactic Center
as “Hunab Ku” and it was the ultimate creator and supreme God and everything that occurs in our
Galaxy is directed from its center through the emanation of periodic “Consciousness Energy” bursts.
Before you write off the Mayans as ancient indigenous idiots filled with superstition, consider the
following: Astronomers at Sweet Briar College and the Naval Research Laboratory have detected a
powerful new bursting radio (read “frequency”) source whose unique properties suggest the discovery
of a new class of astronomical objects. The researchers have monitored the centre of the Milky Way
Galaxy for several years and revealed their findings in the March 3, 2005 edition of the journal
“Nature.”
Principal investigator, Dr. Scott Hyman, professor of physics at Sweet Briar College, said the discovery
came after analyzing some additional observations from 2002 provided by researchers at
Northwestern University. “We hit the jackpot!” Hyman said referring to the observations. “An image
of the Galactic centre, made by collecting radio waves of about 1-meter in wavelength, revealed
multiple bursts from the source during a seven-hour period from Sept. 30 to Oct. 1, 2002 – five
bursts in fact, and repeating at remarkably constant intervals.”

An image of the new source located below a large expanding ring of debris from a supernova remnant.
The plot below is a radio light curve of the five detected bursts occurring every 77 minutes.
The team has monitored the Galactic Center for new transient sources and for variability in
approximately 250 known sources, but the five bursts from the new radio source, named GCRT
J1745-3009, were by far the most powerful seen.
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The five bursts were of equal brightness, with each lasting about 10 minutes, and occurring every 77
minutes. Although the exact nature of the object remains a mystery, the team members currently
believe that GCRT J1745-3009 is either the first member of a new class of objects or an unknown
mode of activity of a known source class.
(Naval Research Lab press release 3/2/2005 emphasis added)
Full press release click here- Naval Research Laboratory
Will these energetic bursts from Hunab Ku the Galactic core increase in number and intensity as we
approach the year 2012? The Mayas would answer a definitive “Yes”.
After approximately ~12,812 years the halfway point in our precessional movement, we are emerging
from a period of ‘darkness” characterized by the preceding ages into one which exhibits a re-birth of
full consciousness through a hyper-dimensional energetic change taking place now.

Science Corroborates Ancient Wisdom
Today’s scientists although having sophisticated instruments available to measure portions of this
energy and the effects created, do not fully understand its transformative powers. Speculation
surrounds recent theories of why we are now witnessing unusual activity and changes in our local
solar system and planets. Below are a few examples of recent scientific observations showing
interplanetary changes. These changes are not unique to only the Earth, and especially its dramatic
climate change Earth a precipitous drop in earth’s magnetic field has been developing according to Dr Paul
Murdin, of the Institute of Astronomy, Cambridge. Quote: “the measurements lately are
showing us that the Earth’s magnetic field is not decreasing in a normal manner, but in a
dramatic way…Yet now all heads are up as it is disappearing at an alarming rate at the poles
or near the poles, which is an excellent sign the flip (magnetic pole reversal) is close to
happening. Intense solar radiation bursts will cause particle storms to batter the atmosphere of
Earth—all with solar particles affecting not only Earth but its inhabitants profoundly.”
The magnetosphere shields the surface of the Earth from the charged particles of the solar wind and is generated
by electric currents located in many different parts of the Earth. It is compressed on the day (Sun) side due to the
force of the arriving particles, and extended on the night side. (Image not to scale.)
 Sun solar activity highest in past 8,000 years. The Sun is burning warmer, for longer, than at
any time during the past 11,000 years. (October, 2004 Dr. Sami Solanki, Director of the Max
th
Planck Institute Gottingen, Germany)
Solar flare powered proton storm on January 20
2005, largest in 50 years reached Earth in 15 minutes. Normally travel time is 2+ hours to
reach Earth. Next solar storm peak is expected in 2012.
 Mars shows signs of global warming. The rapid appearance of clouds and ozone from 1975 to
1997 (Don Savage et al, NASA) Mars south polar ice cap is melting. Up to 50% erosion of ice
features in one year.(From NASA’s Mars Global Surveyor; published in the December 7, 2002
issue of the journal Science)
 Mercury magnetosphere and magnetic field rapidly changing from 2008 to 2009 which then
showed magnetic twisters and a radically different magnetosphere. Scientists were surprised at
how strongly the dynamics of the planet’s magnetic field-solar wind interaction had changed
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since the first Messenger fly-by in January 2008. (Sean Solomon, the probe’s principal
investigator from the Carnegie Institution of Washington. See page 8 & 9)
& NASA
Messenger mission page.
 Venus night-side airglow a 2500% increase in radiance between 1975-2001. The new airglow
is green in color, which indicates oxygen atoms, and these oxygen emissions are as strong on
Venus as they are in Earth’s own oxygen-rich aurora suggesting a massive increase in the
oxygen atom content of Venus’ atmosphere. (SRI International, Alice Resnick January 18,
2001)
 Jupiter disappearance of two white ovals from September 1997 to September 2000 will cause
an 18 degree global warming on Jupiter in only 10 years predicted by Dr. Phillip Marcus.

Disappearance of white vortexes in Jupiter’s middle latitudes.
 Neptune Relative few bright clouds appeared in 1989. From 1996 to 2002 showed a 40%
increase in its near-infrared brightness, just above visible light.

The thumbnails show how the brightness in Neptune's southern hemisphere has increased since
first observed in 1996 with the Hubble Space Telescope.
One final compelling piece of information comes from the fossil record. Earth’s fossil record shows a
cycle of dramatic and swift changes including mass extinctions occurring in intervals of 26 million
years. This is a very interesting set of numbers when cosmology is thrown into the equation. It is
estimated that our Milky Way Galaxy makes one full rotation every 26 million years. Studies by Raup &
Sepkoski (Science, Vol 241 July 1, 1988) and their conclusions point to extraterrestrial causes.
Although surrounded in controversy, data does imply that of an outside force being a catalyst for
evolutionary leaps on Earth. While we are on the verge of repeating this cycle of time, it is not to imply
a mass extinction event or massive meteor impact is on the horizon for us, however, this does suggest
significant and expedient changes take place on a regular basis.
Suffice to say there is an abundance of scientific data available that suggests great changes are afoot
in our local planetary neighborhood; the previous examples are but a minute sample. Soon it will be
discovered that this galactic core energy is the main cause effecting the changes noted above.
Everything in the path of this galaxy-centered energy is being affected. Human DNA and other DNA
life forms on Earth are transforming, and most importantly our accompanying consciousness is feeling,
reacting and interacting with these transformative powers once again.
Consider this: a human being is a microcosm of the universe. Going a step further, principles that
govern the universe are the same principles found within each of us; therefore, it’s no surprise we
should find them collectively in human consciousness. Much like a fractal, we are a part, a copy of a
much larger whole without separation once viewed from a higher perspective. Although our bodies
contain the building blocks of the universe and vise versa, another component not fully understood
today by mainstream science is one in which empowers and mobilizes all- consciousness.
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Reuniting Dark & Light, Male & Female, Yin & Yang
“…if you realize that the eventual human goal is to transcend the world of relativity to play in a realm
of freedom, then plodding along attached to a theory is unfortunate. When the individual is able to
enter a world in which the two aspects of yin and yang return to their original unity, the mission of
these two symbols comes to an end.”
-Masanobu Fukuoka
Separation or duality of consciousness sometimes referred to as good/evil, light/dark emerged when
our solar system embarked on a departure away from the galactic center about 12,800 years ago.
Some refer to that time as the “Fall from Grace”.
We are now witnessing a reuniting of the divine masculine and divine feminine energetic forms
blending together in ourselves creating an intelligently ordered progression for an evolutionary leap to
higher consciousness.
This process is one of re-balancing that which is out of balance signified through a feeling of
separation and division. It should be very clear Earth’s Precession of the Equinox and its geometrically
reorientation with the Galactic Center’s cosmic energy is a catalyst for tremendous, rapid geophysical
changes. And on the human level, a time dominated by spiritual awareness married with cosmic
consciousness, rather than life by merely a latent biologic, mental existence.
Upon returning to a point in the cosmos which contains a unified, un-fragmented potential, many
quickly realize what has occurred because of the shear caused by separation and departure out of the
illuminating plane of galactic light. What emerge are powerful souls capable of a miraculous, even
magical renaissance of civilization void of the negative impacts caused when duality and separation
are present within each person. This catalyzing process is, for most, not without self-induced growth
instigated by way of a greater, heightened awareness.
Energy fields surrounding our bodies are modified allowing for an influx of new, revitalizing forms of
energy. We can allow these to act as a metamorphosing agent flowing freely or we can hinder this
process, with negative or unpleasant consequences physically, manifesting internally and externally
around us.
As expected, symptoms of this reuniting mechanism can be noticed on at least two levels. Physical
and non-physical. Much like a typical healing process which occurs naturally within the body, observed
are various manifestations brought on by vibrational/frequency induced shifts within the body’s cells, at
the level of DNA.
Since DNA contains hydrogen bonds which are a phosphodiester (the backbone of DNA and central to
all life on Earth), they essentially act like light-activated structures within DNA. DNA could be called the
“language of light” since it responds to and changes its structure when immersed in Galactic Center
generated light. As our bodies become more in tune while processing energy with a higher vibration
and resonance, structures within the cellular makeup experience a metamorphosis. It appears that,
simultaneously with bodily changes, an altered, more highly evolved consciousness appears in lock
step. Of course, on the surface, during this time, it can appear that something is very wrong if we are
not aware of what potentially is occurring.
A few transitory symptoms (not specific medically related conditions) listed below are associated with
the physiological and psychological changes incurred during a transformational balancing process.

1. Fatigue higher than normal
2. Anxiety, depression and panic
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3. Emotional sensitivities increase
4. Insomnia, irregular sleep patterns
5. Memory lapses, mental fog, confusion
6. Skin issues, tingling, itching, crawling
7. Headaches, blurred vision, body aches
8. Digestive issues, appetite changes, new food intolerances
The second, non-physical symptoms some of which are noted below:

1. Increased intuition
2. Desire to live purposefully
3. Integrity, truth appreciation
4. Time acceleration, dissolution
5. Successive, life altering events
6. Desiring solitude, retrospection
7. Improved integration of mind, body & spirit
8. Vivid, lucid dreams, altered states of consciousness
On a global scale, Earth’s inhabitants, reflected through a collective consciousness, will exhibit similar
characteristics both in breaking down institutions and systems with no longer useful value, replaced
with fantastic innovations and embracing new social structures that exemplify the principles of service
to others in cooperative leadership and partnerships opportunities.
Expect to see a continuation of radical changes in geopolitics, intensification of conflicts, economic
policy, governments large and small, business, religion, etc. Look for an escalation of efforts to
polarize groups, each struggling to retain division and separation through exploiting the power of fear.
Evidence to support this can be easily found in the toxic, divisive words used (us/them, win/lose, etc.)
on major newscasts and print media. During this transition, remember the reason for the symptoms.
Nothing is exempt from this transformational momentum, so don’t loose touch with yourself as we
transit, embrace the process.

2012 And Beyond Into Unified Consciousness
With all that has been said, there is one last important piece of science before we discuss the ultimate
outcome. As surmised earlier, light and more specifically, Galactic-generated light, effects profound
irreversible changes in all that encounters its magnificent power. In the earlier reference implying DNA
is the language of light, we have research from a Russian, Dr. Peter Gariaev,
known as the Father
of “Wave-genetics”, doing DNA experiments where he and his colleagues use non-burning lasers to
transform frog embryos into salamander embryos.
In simple terms, they had a salamander embryo in one hermetically sealed container and a frog
embryo in another; then they applied light from a non-burning laser through the salamander embryo
and re-directed that light into the frog embryo. The results were shocking. The frog embryo completely
metamorphosed as the cells divided and, as the embryo continued to grow, it grew into a salamander!
All this was initiated through the light transference of the “DNA light code” embedded into the laser
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light beam. What this process shows is, in effect, what is happening on a macro-cosmic level to all of
us. The major difference is, the transformational Source-Light is now coming from the Galactic Core
through interstellar space, through our sun, then permeating our Earth and, subsequently, our bodies.
Many of us are aware of our body’s unique energy fields, some of which are scientifically proven to
exist and married or associated with an internal organ. In this portion, we discuss how, in esoteric
terms, the incredible power they contain to transform when all are balanced and unified together. As
we approach closer to the Galactic Center and pass through it around 2012-2016 or so, this
understanding and application of our profound power from within will play a pivotal role in our
collective re-birth. Chakras (translated as “wheel” or “rotation”) as they are referred to, are best
understood from the Hindu perspective beginning around 1200 BC; they contain 7 primary energy
vortexes or psychic points.

They are, starting from the lowest to highest:
1. Base or Root Chakra (last bone in spinal cord)
2. Chakra (ovaries/prostate)
3. Solar Plexus Chakra (navel area)
4. Heart Chakra (heart area)
5. Throat Chakra (throat and neck area)
6. Brow or Third Eye Chakra (pineal gland)
7. Crown Chakra (Top of the head)
As energy is moved through prayer (thought) or meditation, it is transmitted one stage or Chakra at a
time, up from the base or Root Chakra, ultimately to the Crown Chakra. This is where the light form
energy of unconditional love, combined with wisdom, transforms the individual embodying these light
forms with a highly evolved state of consciousness.
A final, appropriate, quote from Jesus that is remarkably profound and implies this transformational
power is within all of us, is found in the book of Luke 11:34: “The light of the body is the eye: therefore
when thine eye is single, thy whole body also is full of light; but when thine eye is evil, thy body also is
full of darkness.”
Many consider or think of God as Light, and the reference to when the eye is single, is alluding to the
6th Chakra or Third Eye connected to our pineal gland. If then the eye is dark, there can be no light in
the body.
While this indeed is a birthright available to all, discipline and practice is a pre-requisite for attainment.
It is the premise of this article to conclude we are now in a position caused by external forces to more
easily (relative term) bring us to a point of near-spontaneous leap in unified consciousness. A valid
point is this- All of this is not off in some “future” date as the process has already begun; it is occurring
in the now. Again, it is the inner that creates the outer. Only now we have available to us an
accelerating window created through an influx of light with its life-transforming powers, offering each of
us the opportunity to embrace and create a miraculous, magical life.

Allow The Healing To Arise
We now can expedite the healing process that feels long over due. Each of us plays an important role
as we should now understand that a new, better world is one which we are responsible for creating.
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Truly the “Kingdom of Heaven” is within all of us and just as important as that statement is the fact that
we can and must by divine right, create it outwardly. Each of us must diffuse the limitations fear
imposes since it is an illusion that can only exists in a vacuum where universal truth is denied. By
replacing fears with truth, we are not only emboldened to move progressively forward, we willingly
navigate away from calamity and catastrophic destruction.
Everything that is happening now points to what is referred to as “Zero-Point” where time and space
collapse as we enter into a higher dimension. With the capabilities not afforded to us previously from
behind the veil, those of a service-to-self disposition will not pass through the shift due to their physical
and spiritual make-up. There is good reason for that proposition. In such a dimension where thought
forms manifest materially instantaneously, there could not exist those of a vibratory nature based in
fear. That is a universal, natural law. Hopefully, the reasons for that are obvious. Within a unity
consciousness based realm, intentions in that higher dimension (as we now do much slower in the
third dimension) allow us to co-create a new reality without limitations.
In the process of stepping out of the shadows naturally imposed in a realm of separation based on the
fragmented duality of both our natures, we will pass gracefully by a deliberate conscious effort into a
cosmos filled with grandeur beyond what our mortal minds can conceive. We shall be welcomed with
unconditional love into a galactic, extraterrestrial family of other co-creators who are eternally living
beyond the constraints of space and time.
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APPENDIX FOUR
◊◊◊
The Bible: An Irish Book
by Conor MacDari
http://www.irishoriginsofcivilization.com/appendices/conormacdari.html

Introduction

The great researcher of the occult history of ancient Ireland, Mr. Conor MacDari, wrote two books
which have long been suppressed. These book are entitled: Irish Wisdom Preserved in Bible and Pyramids
and The Bible: An Irish Book: On this page we provide some excerpts from the latter tome:

The Druid or Aryan Priesthood
The Brehon (Judges) laws of Eire were, without a doubt, the most ancient code of laws on earth. It
was under the guidance and instruction of those first great teachers that there developed in the
Island of Eire that cult of wise men who are know to us by tradition, and in cryptic lore, as the
Ancient Magi or Magician of Eire. This was the great Adept order of priesthood whose history has
been suppressed like that of the island itself, but the memory of which is secretly preserved in
mythic form in secular or profane history, and in our Irish sacred book, the Bible – Conor MacDari

The Destruction of the Irish (Aryan) World Church
Rome waged war against the Irish Church colony at Carthage, in North Africa, Spain, Gaul,
Britain, Eire and Germany. She seemed to have grasped the idea early that her successful progress
to power could be only through the conquest and acquisition of the Irish Church...This warlike
spirit, aroused by Rome in the eleventh century, was not allowed to subside in the twelfth and was
directed against Eire. As England was Roman Church territory, in due time the crusading spirit of
conquest in the interest of the church was directed to that country. The Pope of that day, Adrian IV,
an Englishman, who had been chosen pope on the strength of the probability of his being able to
induce the English to attack Eire and bring the Irish Church under the sway of the Roman Pontiff,
succeeded in enlisting King Henry II of England to undertake the conquest of Eire in the interest of
the Roman Church. For this purpose the Pope issued a Bull authorizing Henry to take possession of
the country
The story of the Roman Church is quite different and not a pleasant one to dwell upon. She made
her advance through the medium of intrigue, war, fire and sword, persecution, torture,
confiscations, and death, the exemplification of force and intolerance. By such means she gained
control and increase in power and the Irish Church missionaries were gradually forced to withdraw
from the continent. It was only by such forcible means that she could make gains against the Irish
Church whose representatives surpassed hers in every field of peaceful endeavor...in learning, the
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sciences, philosophy and spiritual culture
No doubt the clerical scribes who translated and revised the ancient Irish text felt satisfied that,
with the Irish language and culture suppressed and destroyed, no one in a future age would be able
to discover the deception which was perpetrated in telling the Christian world that the Scriptures
were obtained from a tribe of so-called Hebrew people who lived in a desert and mountainous
country in Asia, now called Syria. But, as fate would have it, the deception was not destined to go
undiscovered

Destruction of the Irish Culture
The efforts, then, appear ridiculous of obscurantists who, by the destruction of literary works,
interpolations and forgeries, have endeavored to make it appear that Irish culture and learning did
not antedate the sixth century AD. This was done for the pirposse of making it appear that the
beginnings of Irish culture and learning took place some time after the fictitious date which had
been set as the advent into Ireland of the spurious Roman St. Patrick
This claim is too absurd today, as we know that up to the date assigned to "Patrick" Rome had been
engaged in a crusade of destruction against all learning, books, literature, libraries and culture for a
period of at least one hundred years. The libraries of Alexandria had been destroyed about the year
395 or 400 AD. It is certain that whatever literature or learning there was in Greece or in Italy or
the adjoining provinces at the time were destroyed
The Roman Church, in her endeavor to blot out the history of the past ages in order to conceal a
great deception, destroyed whatever she may have had of literature, and, since her acquisition of the
Irish Church and institutions, she has appropriated the names and works of Irish authors to enrich
her reputation for learning and culture and to build up a fictitious galaxy of distinguished sons to
ornament her escutcheon. In short, the history of Rome is largely fiction

Murderous Allies of Evil
The success of the invading force in Eire was aided greatly by the Norman French colony under the
leadership of Richard de Clair (Strongbow), which had been planned in Ireland about one hundred
years previously, instituting what is known in our day as the "policy of peaceful penetration." As
the barbarous Norse and Danes centuries before had been instigated by Rome to war on territory
occupied by the Irish Church, it was natural that Duke William of Normandy, of that same racial
stock, would be an ally of Rome. He was urged by the pope of his day to attack England in the
interest of his church, the secret reason being that the Roman Church could not compete with the
Irish Church in England as the Irish were the master scholars of Europe and their spiritual culture,
instruction and learning were once more becoming dominant in England, and something had to be
done to keep that country under the power of Rome...Duke William invaded England in 1066 AD,
and four years later, in the year 1070, a body of seventy knights, adventurers, went to Eire, took
part in a quarrel between a provincial king and prince and settled there. They formed marriage
alliances with many of the leading families and were the first units sent into the country to prepare
the way for the successful invasion of the Island a century later under Henry II of England
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The Irish Pope
This conquest and absorption of the Irish Church was...the most important and momentous event
in the whole history of the Roman Church, an event which has changed and affected the entire
course of subsequent history even to this day. The conquest enabled the Roman Pontiff to plume
himself as the Supreme Pontiff, which distinction was formerly held by the Irish Pope-Kings whose
Seat was Tara
The Roman Pope is referred to as the Vicar of Christ. The word vicar implies a
mediator. In other words, through the "Vicar" one has a vicarious relationship with
Christ. The word vicar is correctly rendered Vice Ari. The syllable vice means "in
place of." Ari means "Druid." The pope is the stand in or replacement for the Druid
Priest. The syllable vi means "white" while ari means "noble" or "wise elder." It is
similar in meaning to viceroy.

Crimes Against Words and Letters
One of the easiest and most effective ways to promote a deception is by the misspelling of words...In
the translation from the original Irish scriptures, the Irish names were changed by the practice of
the most astute cunning in order to conceal the source from which they were obtained. In many
instances these names have been distorted and misspelled to such an extent that it has required long
sustained and patient effort to trace them to their true and proper form
This peculiar liability of men to be deceived by words and names when they are presented in
disguised and abbreviated, or unfamiliar, forms of spelling has been taken full advantage of by the
obscurantists, who have in some ways secreted and in other ways suppressed the history of the past
ages
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Time of Charlemagne
The state of learning on the continent of Europe at that time, wherever the influence of the Roman
Church was dominant, was at a very low state or non-existent. It was only in the monastic
establishments maintained at different points on the continent by the monks of the Irish Church
that learned men were to be found. There were practically no learned men in the Roman Church at
that time. Even a century later when the Emperor Charlemagne espoused the cause of the Roman
Church, he had to get Irish schoolmen for instructors to teach in the palace school which he
established.

Ireland and Germany
While it is acknowledged that the renaissance of learning on the continent of Europe in the early
medieval period was due to Irish instruction and culture, this acknowledgement comes only in outspoken
candor from German rather than from British or Roman sources. These latter have endeavored to
minimize the work of the Irish philosophers, schoolmen, and monks and their learning and culture.

No Part of the Crusades
It will be noted that Eire (Ireland) took no part in the wars of the Crusades, a strange thing if she
belonged to the Roman Church...The very absence of the Irish from the crusading forces tells the
story in itself and is significant evidence that they did not belong to and were not affiliated in any
way with the Roman Church at that time, 1096-1099 AD...The fact is, of course, that the Roman
Church was an enemy and was at war against the Irish Church and nation.

Bible Off Limits
Even in England, until a late date, comparatively speaking, the Bible was kept exclusively for the
clergy. John Wycliff translated a part of the Bible and persecuted by the clergy, and his life was ever
in danger afterwards. In 1378, he was brought to trial. One of the charges brought against him was
that he made the Bible more "common and more open to lay men and women than it was wont to be
to clerks well learned and of good understanding, so that the pearl of the gospel is trodden under
foot of swine." When Wycliff died in 1384, a monk denounced him and said that he was "the idol of
heretics, the image of hypocrites, the restorer of schisms, the storehouse of lies, the sink of flattery"
and all this was because he helped to give the laity an English version of the Bible
The first complete English version of the Bible was published on the basis of Tyndale's translation
and appeared in England in 1535, one year before Tyndale's death. So it was at a very late date that
the English people were given the Bible. Tyndale had to flee from England and, after traveling about
from place to place on the continent of Europe, he was arrested in Antwerp where, after one year of
imprisonment, he was strangled to death in his cell. It was only in 1538 that, in response to the
clamor of the people for the Bible, King Henry VIII issued a command to all ministers to place "one
boke of of the whole Bible, in Englyshe, sett up in summe convenyent place within the churche that
ye have cure of, whereat your parishioners may most commodiously resort to the same and rede it."
This Bible was chained to a block or other fixture so that no one could carry it away. The clergy
opposed every effort of the people to obtain access to the Bible and it was only after a great struggle
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that the King James, or Revised Version, was prepared and given to them. In those days very few of
the common people had any leisure time and only very few of them could read

The Original Adam and Eve
In the Persian myth of the creation, the first human pair that emerged from the mythical world-tree
and were born upon this earth were named respectively Meshia and Meshiane. These are two
unmistakable Irish name characters...That the Persians got their chief gods from the Ancient Irish is
indubitable

The World's Oldest Laws
The Brehon (Judges) laws of Eire were, without a doubt, the most ancient code of laws on earth. It
was under the guidance and instruction of those first great teachers that there developed in the
Island of Eire that cult of wise men who are know to us by tradition, and in cryptic lore, as the
Ancient Magi or Magician of Eire. This was the great Adept order of priesthood whose history has
been suppressed like that of the island itself, but the memory of which is secretly preserved in
mythic form in secular or profane history, and in our Irish sacred book, the Bible

The Hebrew Language
The so-called Hebrew is but an artificial sacerdotal dialect of the ancient Irish priesthood,
constructed from the Irish language for their own secret or ritualistic use and purpose - Conor
MacDari (The Bible: An Irish Book)

Jewish History
All of the extant so-called ancient history of the Jews, such as the "Antiquities of the Jews,"
supposed to have been written by one "Flavius Josephus," is fictitious. It is a pure invention and
was written and compiled to sustain the fiction of the "history" of the so-called "chosen people"
That Christianity came from Judaism is acknowledged by churchmen, but it never has been
truthfully divulged before where Judaism had its origins and home, or who were the Hebrews and
the Jews. The term “Hebrew” and “Jew” for deceptive purposes has been conferred upon a people of
Aramaic race, and it is a misnomer to call this people – the modern so-called Jews

Greece
Ancient Greek history is mostly fiction and her classical personages are merely mythical characters
taken from Irish culture and ascribed to Greece by the obscurantists to build up a background to
correspond to the glorious historic role they have assigned to her as the nursery of letters and
genius

◊◊◊
Important Books
Ireland: Ur of the Chaldees, by Anna Wilkes
History of Ireland, by Dr. Geoffrey Keating
Saga America, by Barry Fell
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America BC, by Barry Fell
The British Edda, by L. A. Waddell
The Prince of Peace, by Stinson Jarvis
The Travels in Tartary, by Abbes Huc and Gabet
Native Races, by Hubert Howe Bancroft
Atlantis in Ireland - Ulf Erlingsson
Relevant Links
Irish Holocaust
http://www.irishholocaust.org/
Strongbow (Richard de Clare)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_de_Clare%2C_2nd_Earl_of_Pembroke
Dermot MacMurrough
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dermot_MacMurrough
The Brehon Laws
http://www.irish-society.org/Hedgemaster%20Archives/brehon_laws.htm
Early Irish Law
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brehon_laws
Irish Texts Archive
http://www.ancienttexts.org/library/celtic/irish/

http://www.irishoriginsofcivilization.com/appendices/conormacdari.html
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